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Capital Formation in Indian Agriculture: A Review 
• N Cbandrasekbara Rao 

This paper /oolcs at the trends in investment behaviour in Indian agriculture 
with particular reference to the relationship between pril'Ole capital formatian 
and public capital fonnation. It also loolcs at inter-sectoral terms of trade. 
delerminants and reasons for the decline of. public capital fonnation, 
efficiency of copilal use, and Ihe demand for public capital formation in 
agriculture in lhe present Indian context. The declining trend of gross fixed 
capital formalion in the eighties Was reversed in the nineties mainly due 10 a 
good increase in privale capital formalion despite some decline in public 
capital fOnnalion. The comple~ntarity between public and private capital 
formation in agriculture still holds good at the all-Indio level. as well as, in 
states. though there seems to hove DCCu"ed some weakening of the 
induce~nt effect at the all-Indio leveL Due to differences in composition, 
private capital cannot subslitute public capital in agriculture. The impact of 
terms of trode on private capital formalion increased over time. The I!jficiency 
of capital use declined during the nineties. There is higher demand for public 
capital formation in the present Indian context. The failure of the favouruble 
terms of trade to improve agricaltural production. productivity and thereby 
employ~nt, the need for improving dry land agriculture and increased needs 
for research, extension and infrastructure develop~nt efforts in the 
/ibe/'a/ised trade regime .. make non-price interventions with higher public 
investment an urgent need. 

I Introduction 

The economic reforms initiated in J 99 J relied more on "getting the prices right" to bring 
dynamism to the agricUltural sector. The overall liberalisaiion of the economy is expected 
to result in higher investment and growth in agriculture induced by favorable terms of 
trade. which is supposed to be the outcome of reduction of protection to industry and 
trade liberalisation. II was said that the gains in terms of increased investment in 
agriculture consequent to the liberalisation of non-agriculture would outweigh efficiency 
gains flowing from the liberalisation of agricuituraJ trade and reduction of input 
subsidies. This is expected to lead to increase in ruraJ employment (Bhalla, 1995; Parikh 
~r at, 1995; Rae, 1995.1998; Sen, 2001). However. by late nineties. the optimism with 
respect to reforms leading to higher investment, growth and employment has started to 
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